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Introduction

Throughout my college experience I have explored the 
various ways audio can be more immersive and 
interactive. 

Previously, my experience with audio has been related 
to music production, and sound design for mediums 
like, radio, podcast, and film and television. 

For my culmination, I want to combine my experience 
with music, with my interest in video games, to create 
a fun and challenging twist to the Atari classic: Pong.



Project Description

Piano Plunk is table tennis with a musical twist. 
Players will have to play chords on a piano in 
order to hit the ball back and forth, creating a 
song. 

The initial protype will be created in Unity, and I 
will use a variety of programs for the visuals and 
audio components of this project.



Main Concepts

Piano Pong will be a 1 to 2-player music game that 
teaches tonality and keys by challenging players to 
only use musical chords in order to hit the ball back 
and forth.

The player will have a piano on screen to guide them 
but will mostly be relying on memory and 
hand/finger placement to hit the incoming ball 
successfully. 



All assets will be 
designed on paper, 
then brought to life 
through 4 main 
programs:





Keijiro Takahashi



Midi Controller

Challenges

§ Latency/Lag

§ USB unreliable

Positives

§ 49 keys

§ UBS Midi

§ Foldable 



Budget 
Estimate



Monthly Goals – Game Plan

q Initial Planning

q Complete Game Document

q Budget Materials
q Programing Game Physics

q Midi Implementation

q Asset Design

q Asset Implementation

q Sound Implementation

q Beta Testing



Deliverables
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Credits: Font Meme - Graffiti Creator

Credits: Font Meme - Graffiti Creator

https://fontmeme.com/graffiti-creator/
https://fontmeme.com/graffiti-creator/




Conclusion
Through this culmination I learned…

v Importance of Time Management

v Troubleshooting and thinking outside 

the box

v There’s nothing wrong with starting 

from scratch. It’s part of the process

v Programing/coding may look 

intimidating, and it’s okay.



Thank You


